July 2021’s walk solved.
1

$2,000

Proceed to the nearest stamp depository. If you and four compatriots evenly split the maximum reward offered, what’s
your share? (47.6817, -122.3552)

2

Baby

With stops in your rearview mirror, bypass the crazy rodent and condos that never end to arrive at the farm. What
face? (47.6805, -122.3552)

3

Galaxy

4

Tell

Beyond convex reflection, near the black light pair, what is the first word of Wayne and Dani’s demand? (47.6779,
-122.3554)

5

1/4

From the double doors, gravitate past the faded yellow curb to where Elmira is cast in the same but brighter hue. What
fraction accompanies 5? (47.6778, -122.3573)

6

Froula

At the flag tube, carefully cross to its partner, then pivot over what’s malleable to 5869. Natural what? (47.6793,
-122.3554)

Continue as Y is to K, past the dog-topped box to the driveway’s alarming sign. Who made the systems?
(47.6790, -122.3573)

7 IL, MO, NE, Beyond three street-side garages, where brick covers a truncated corner, name a state that borders the plumbed
SD, MN, WI fixture (47.6796, -122.3574)
8

Giraffe

Reorient to pass port of the fixture and starboard of the prohibitive letter. From the deck above the four-pane roll-up,
what animal watches? (47.6796, -122.3588)

9

Purple

Where two tops and underscores zero, pivot to parallel the accompanying barrier to the winged feline. What color fur?
(47.6803,-122.3595)

10

5

11

Suns

Corner with the rocks. Pass the dish-overlooked narrow car path, then a wider version, to corner and ascend the next
grated single-laner. Where the stained glass perches: suns, moons or planets? (47.6829, -122.3595)

12

9

Pound pavement until you’re stonewalled again, then turn to the container-topped vehicle abode. What digit is missing
from the numbers posted on the wired poles nearby? (47.6830, -122.3579)

13

10

Pass the twin meters, then the twin doors. When you arrive at the flaky Corey, take the uphill route to which it points. At
the three sounds they make, how many birds? (47.6848, -122.3572)

14

Bike

When bottles and cans appear, cross not to advance. Instead, head in the direction of the only sign. Beyond the sheep,
near pain, what’s topsy-turvy? (47.6859, -122.3554)

15

Almonds

Past the curlers, at the taps, let the right shoe’s noisemaker point your way. Just short of Y4206, rotate 90 and proceed
to the grated drain. Add D to the first name of its maker, rearrange the letters and what seeds do you get?
(47.6876, -122.3559)

16

Slither

Near the sign of the broad metropolis: crawl, slither or swim? (47.6884, -122.3559)

17

Salmon

At the multi-storied edifice, corner with its bricks past constant watch to the lying lion. Follow its gaze to the glass
splash: otter, whale or salmon? (47.6899, -122.3566)

When stonewalled, descend past the iridescent shells to the feeder tree. How many stars? (47.6819, -122.3599)

18

Smith

Go as the swimmer’s tail is to its head until you see signs of stopping. Proceed past the gold café and, when you’re
under the, carefully cross to bisect 20 and the bar. At the solar dragonfly, what brothers? (47.6891, -122.3542)
Note: “Cross to bisect 20 and the bar” was impossible if you did this Gumshoe later in the month, since the restaurant
with the “bar” sign was replaced by a jewelry store. The walk was reposted to the website with “cross to bisect 20 and
the stone façade” July 25.

19

One

20

Comcast

When the white obelisk appears, cross to it and continue in the direction its face with the flying insect faces. Where
origami dangles, protection what? (47.6892, -122.3514)
Circle a quarter of the way around the balled tree to pass just below the pupil. Beyond the cornered steps, where
access is limited, who restricts it? (47.6879, -122.3450)
Note: “Pass below the pupil” was impossible if you did this Gumshoe later in the month, since the Blockwatch sign with
the pupil was removed. The walk was reposted to the website with “pas below 511” July 25.

21

Bowling

Follow the turn of the horizontal boards until you see the arched chain. Cross to it. What sport is suggested by that
which tops multiple springs? (47.6876, -122.3513)

22

Toad

Return to your pre-crossing path to skirt the split-rail. Well beyond the ten-yard sign, where beds of organic material
step, what accompanies the winged nymph? (47.6877, -122.3541)

23

Reading

24

51

25

Casey

26

Ridwell’s

When nature reveals itself, what nook? (47.6877, -122.3552)
Turn your back to the flat rocks and leaf to the nearest brass plaque. How many years between dedications?
(47.6875, -122.3552)
Near the needle, take the lit way to the miniature houses and retrace, in reverse, the route that brought you to taps.
When that which is essential is in sight, redirect as soon as feasible to follow the brown retainer. At the silver mast,
what family is closest to its base? (47.6863, -122.3570)
When loads end and transversing choices arise, exercise the kitty corner option and proceed along the line created by
the shrub triplets. Just beyond the circular calmer, who’s container sits below the wreath? (47.6854, -122.3580)
Note: If you did this Gumshoe later in the month, the wreath was gone, so you get a pass on having the correct
answer. The shelf life of a Gumshoe is short! Also, as a devoted gumshoe pointed out, it’s “whose container,” not
“who’s container.” The Answer Man has fired his proofreader.

27

Water

With rhombi as midpoint, diagonal from the living tree to the dead one and climb past the boltless vertical plane to the
ladybug. What is life? (47.6847, -122.3576)

28

7.6

At the five arrowheads, how many miles would you cover if you biked roundtrip to every destination? (47.6847,
-122.3557)

29

Mailboxes

Advance from one world past an identical one to where ADT secures. What are private? (47.6837, -122.3554)

30

Night

Below that which causes hair to recoil, what type of owl? (47.6829, -122.3554)

